Sibling Conflicts

Sibling struggles are a normal part of childhood.

**Pointers for parents**

* **When to Get Involved...**
  When fighting is annoying to you, it's fine to tell the children to fight quietly or in a place away from you. Sibling arguments can get out of hand! When fighting becomes too destructive or physical, you must step in to remind them of rules about no hurting, no name calling and no property damage.

* **What to do...**
  Have each child take one or two minutes to describe the problem. Encourage your children to listen to each other. Reframe it for them if you need to: "You're mad because you think Sam should share with you."

* **Protect each child's personal possessions, privacy and friendships.**
  Remember that sharing is something we choose to do and a child should be allowed to decide about sharing, but encourage or create times for sharing.

* **Praise cooperative behavior.**
  Compliment them for helping each other and settling arguments well. Show your children how to disagree and talk about strong feelings. "You feel very angry. Tell your brother why you feel so angry." Praise both children as they begin to talk about the problem. Cool down time may be needed to stop the fighting and start the talking.

* **A chance to learn positive ways to handle disagreements.**
  Resist offering your ideas about solving the problem. Children can settle differences about who started the argument, who is right, and usually can find their own solutions.

* **Solutions...**
  Settle arguments about a toy by proposing a way to share. For example, Johnny plays with the truck on the way to the store, Sam plays with it on the way home. If they cannot or will not agree, then neither will get the toy.
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